HYDRO’S
DIGITAL
GENERATION
Transforming for the
future of hydropower

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
As the world transitions toward a clean energy future,
an increasing portion of electricity is being supplied
by intermittent sources of renewable energy,
necessitating a rise in dispatchable sources to
stabilize the grid. Hydropower, the world’s oldest
and largest source of renewable energy, is poised
to offer this much-needed grid stability.
However, to effectively support balancing the grid and aiding the
energy transition at large, hydro must undergo a critical transition
of its own. As relatively high CAPEX costs and increased environmental
consciousness have limited the development of new capacity, hydro
operators must maximize use of their existing assets and navigate
upgrading an aging fleet of assets (most 60+ years old) to be fit for
purpose in a rapidly changing energy mix.
This report investigates the significant opportunity for hydro operators
to address current challenges and position themselves for a bright
future by moving toward a digitally enabled, data-driven operation. The
report also explores risks to be considered and mitigated for operators
to successfully navigate the transition and stay competitive as a source
of energy generation and energy storage.
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FIVE KEY THEMES
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

Digitally improved forecasting and analytics can optimize power production and
hedge climate vulnerability
Forecasting of external factors (weather, water inflow), internal factors (reservoir
level) and market conditions (price, demand) to optimize power production,
minimize spillage and integrate other energy sources.

ASSET ANALYTICS

Industry openness to data sharing and consensus on failure mode and data model
standards will be key to unlock value from analytics and safeguard hydro’s image
Collection and analysis of data on asset condition and performance to optimize
operation and maintenance (O&M) of assets. Transitioning from reactive and
periodic maintenance to predictive maintenance in an open environment exploiting
external digital services. Sharing data across the industry to prevent failures as it
protects the general public perception of hydro.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT AND AUTOMATION

Making O&M activities cheaper, simpler and safer with digital can help hydro stay
competitive with other technologies
Automation and improvement of O&M processes (e.g., asset monitoring, spillway
gate operation) by means of digital and internet of things (IoT) technologies for
remote operations to make them safer, less labor- and capital-intensive and more
efficient.

CONNECTED WORKER

Hydro’s pivot will require digitally enabled workers
Empowering workers with digital technology through increased access to data for
decision making, streamlined administrative tasks, enhanced training and
collaboration and other digital initiatives to improve work efficacy and safety.

CYBERSECURITY

Regulatory compliance alone is not sufficient; a new approach is needed for
complete protection
Adopting a continuous response model to cyber threats and enhancing threat
intelligence capabilities through advanced data analytics in order to build a
proactive defense plan. Resilience capability building given the threat exposure
caused by IT and OT digitalization.
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INTRODUCTION:
STUDY CONTEXT
Hydropower is the renewable source with the
largest installed capacity share, accounting for
58% of the world’s total renewable mix with
approximately 1,300 GW installed as of the end
of 2018.1 It currently represents two-thirds of the
electricity generated from renewable sources
worldwide.2 However, hydropower installed
capacity growth has slowed in recent years,
growing by only 2% in 2018 (accounting for 12%
of the year’s new renewables capacity growth).3
Recent growth in large hydro has been dominated
by China and Brazil, with new hydro capital
projects facing financing and environmental
challenges in Europe and North America.
Hydropower remains an attractive power source
due to its competitive levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE), with large plant averages at $0.047/kWh
in 2018,4 and dispatchable nature. As intermittent
renewables technologies such as solar and
wind occupy a larger share of the energy mix,
hydro—and especially pumped hydro—plays an
increasing role in balancing the grid. For example,
in the United Kingdom, wind generation has
increased more than 10-fold since 2007.
Hydropower in the UK has substantially increased
ramping, sometimes cycling up to 60 times a day.5
Generation from pumped hydro has increased by
20% compared to the previous decade. Pumped
hydro can provide grid services including inertial
response, frequency response and control,
operating reserves and load leveling. To date,
hydro and pumped hydro remain by far the largest
storage provider globally (supplying more than
95% of energy storage requirements worldwide6).
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Hydro provides balancing in a manner that is
considerably cheaper, cleaner and applicable
at a larger scale than other balancing solutions.
Hydro’s role in complementing intermittent
renewables and the opportunity digital offers to
improve hydro’s competitiveness is fueling a type
of renaissance for the entire sector, placing more
focus and value on the modernization required by
older plants.7

It is estimated that half of all
hydropower plants will be due
for upgrade by 2030, with more
than 80% of survey respondents
expecting major upgrades to
happen in the next 10 years.8
Significant investment has gone into plant
expansions and refurbishment projects, with
US$83 billion of investment globally in 2017.
Current priorities for upgrade revolve around
the modernization of existing assets to drive
operational performance and reservoir
management. Concrete opportunities to realize
these priorities lie in the digitalization of existing
plants, control systems and surrounding networks.
Hydropower LCOE has historically seen relatively
limited improvement compared to the impressive
decline for both solar and wind. To adapt to the
rapidly evolving renewables landscape, becoming
more competitive and reduce its LCOE,
hydropower will need to become a digitally
enabled, data-driven operation.
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Figure 1. NREL 2019 Annual Technology Baseline LCOE ($/MWh) range.
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There still is a large untapped potential in hydropower. In addition to China and India increasing their hydro
investment, hydropower has recently been declared a priority by the Australian government, and they
recently commissioned a new 2 GW hydro plant in New South Wales. The government is looking at hydro
as a “massive water battery” to offset wind and solar power intermittency—following a series of outages
during peak times.
This study focuses on large hydro—in this case plants larger than 30 MW. It explores the potential for
digital to modernize hydropower and support hydro’s continued driving role in the energy transition.
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STUDY
METHODOLOGY
This study builds on primary and secondary
research, including insights from leading
hydropower companies and experts in the field
to better understand the current challenges and
opportunities for further improvement.
The study's seven interviewees and case studies
operate hydropower assets across the United
States, Latin America, Northern and Southern
Europe and Asia. Combined, they represent more
than 50 GW of installed capacity.
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Four main steps were taken to develop this study:
Hydropower plant operation experience
and leading-practices research

In-depth interviews with hydropower
generators to better understand differing
approaches and identify opportunity areas
Validation of key improvement themes
with Accenture industry experts
Drill-down into key areas of opportunity

Figure 2. Hydro study approach.
Hydropower industry
generation, operations
and maintenance
experience and research

In-depth interviews
with hydro operators
to understand industry
trends and approaches
to digitalization

Output: Questionnaire on
digitalization of hydro and
other future trends

Output: Assessment of
industry leading practices
and variation in approaches
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Validation of key
improvement themes
with Accenture industry
experts

Further investigation of
key opportunity areas
and learnings from other
industries

Output: this report
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KEY THEMES AND
TECHNOLOGIES
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PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

Digitally improved forecasting and analytics can optimize power production
and hedge climate vulnerability
Definition
Forecasting of external factors (weather, water
inflow), internal factors (reservoir level) and
market conditions (price, demand) to optimize
power production, minimize spillage and integrate
other energy sources.

Challenges

forecast data for generation planning calculations.
While leading players have automated their
generation planning calculations, they still face
difficulty with the accuracy of forecast data.
Lack of trust in this data causes operators to
bid conservatively to avoid penalties for
under-production and to miss out on revenue
generation due to overproduction and forced
spillage.

In the area of production management and
optimization, key challenges were around water
inflow forecasting to optimize production and
bidding, and the integration of other energy
sources into production planning. The challenges
in this area are both technical and cultural.

The mistrust in data insights is driven by the
perceived lack of maturity of the current tools.
As tools mature, a cultural shift away from the
status quo toward a data-driven mindset in energy
trading will be necessary to maximize value from
production optimization.

Inflow forecasting
This is an area high on the agenda for operators,
as it not only gives oversight on how much power
and by extension—revenue—can be generated,
but also enables the mitigation of flooding risk.
Both qualities will be increasingly important in the
coming years with the rising frequency of extreme
weather events.

Integration of other sources
Most study participants have made little progress
in integrating data from other (intermittent)
sources in their production planning, but this
is likely to change soon as hydro plays an
increasingly important role as a “clean” balancing
source. Operators will need to address data
capability issues to be able to aggregate and
process forecast data on different sources
(solar irradiation, wind, precipitation) for
production optimization.

Most study participants face difficulty with inflow
forecasting. Some have trouble automating the
process of aggregating and utilizing weather
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Key enabling technologies
and capabilities
Big data
This technology can play a major role in
aggregating large volumes of data from multiple
sources to facilitate the integration of other
energy sources and market data into production
planning. It can also play a role in managing the
incoming data used in inflow forecasting tools.
Alternatively, operators can choose to integrate
a third-party forecasting tool into their current
system via an API.
Advanced analytics
Analytical capability is necessary to process the
incoming data on inflow and production forecasts
of other energy sources and market conditions to
optimize production for maximum revenue. This
can also be used for historical trend analyses to
identify weather and market signatures that can
be exploited in the future for production planning.
The technology currently used in inflow
forecasting requires constant improvement to
enable operators to minimize spillage and
maximize the value generated from their water
resources. We have seen the application of big
data and analytics result in between 5% and 15%
reduction in lost production. Following is a case of
a company already exploring how it can leverage
digital to increase the accuracy of its forecasting
and optimize production.
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CASE STUDY

Large renewables company:
Hydro plant natural inflow forecasting
A large European renewables player worked with
Accenture to develop a hydro forecasting tool
minimum viable product (MVP) as part of the
company’s strategic digital acceleration program.
This work was driven by the company’s exposure
to fluctuation in hydropower generation caused
by the variability of weather conditions. Although
weather is an exogenous factor, better forecasting
capabilities allow for optimizing production
efficiency and trading prices.

The daily application of the results of these
models should allow the operator to: 1) reduce
“discharges” (waste of water resources),
maximizing the productivity of the assets and 2)
optimize the decision making of the energy
trading area, resulting in an estimated 0.5 pp
increase in the average sale price of energy in
the two dams.

The challenge was to develop a prototype that
gave three-, seven- and 14-days-ahead forecasts
of natural inflow, together with an optimized plan
for energy production with the ultimate purpose
to drive economic profitability maximization.
The teams leveraged dam historical data on
natural and pumped inflow and three years of
weather forecast data across 130 locations.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of the model in forecasting production seven days ahead.
Comparing real and predicted values
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Figure 4. Accuracy of the model in forecasting production 14 days ahead.
Comparing real and predicted values
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Source: Accenture experience/analysis.

ASSET ANALYTICS

Industry openness to data sharing and consensus on failure mode and data model
standards will be key to unlock value from analytics and safeguard hydro’s image
Definition
Collection and analysis of data on asset condition
and performance to optimize operation and
maintenance of assets. Transitioning from reactive
and periodic maintenance to predictive
maintenance in an open environment exploiting
external digital services. Sharing data to prevent
failures across the industry as it protects the
general public perception of hydro.

Challenges
Many hydropower operators struggle with
effective collection, management and utilization
of data from their assets. This limits their ability to
maximize asset performance and perform
predictive maintenance. They are further limited
by the robustness of data on reliability and faults,
and the lack of standardization of data collected
from different plants. Operators also need to
address workforce culture to transition to a
data-driven operation.
Data collection
For operators that have not implemented IoT
and do not use sensors for remote collection
of data from their equipment, this process is
labor-intensive and costly. As operators transition
to the use of analytics, they will likely also
encounter some challenges such as:
•
•
•
•

Quality and usability of historical data.
Differing levels of granularity of historical data.
Migration of historical data onto new platforms.
Tagging data to ensuring it is identified and
organized correctly.
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All operators surveyed understand that to derive
maximum value from their assets, real-time
granular data collection is necessary, and they
have implemented or have concrete plans to
implement IoT and make their data readily
accessible.
Data management
Hydropower plants, like other industrial plants,
produce large volumes of data and thus require
an expansive IT infrastructure and framework for
managing it. Decisions must be taken on:
frequency of collection, duration of retention,
choice of data historians, data lakes, etc. For an
industry not considered “traditionally digital,”
this often requires investment in new skills and
capabilities.
Data utilization
To justify the investment in data collection and
management infrastructure, tangible value must
be derived from collected data. This is achieved
through the application of advanced analytics on
data to draw out insights on asset performance
to remedy underperformance and prevent failure.
A common challenge in data utilization is cleaning
the noise from data to make it suitable for training
models. This process can be labor-intensive and
requires specific data science skills. This is
important as, to build effective anomaly detection,
clean, robust historical data on the asset
performance is necessary for benchmarking.
Robustness of asset benchmark data poses
another challenge, as less robust models are not
as effective in detecting new anomalies and
performing root-cause analyses.
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Finally, for effective data utilization, data science
capabilities must be matched with expert business
knowledge to confirm data insights are properly
translated into business decisions.
Data culture
Hydropower, as a mature industry, has legacy
behaviors and ways of working that need to evolve
to pursue data-driven operations. A new approach
is critical to hydro’s competitiveness in the energy
mix and its viability in providing balancing to the
grid. Hydropower operators will need to make
decisions based on data and navigate the
permeation of a data-driven mentality through
their organizations, braced for inertia from workers
accustomed to the status quo. This culture shift
must be accompanied by effective collaboration
with and in consideration of their workers.

Key enabling technologies
and capabilities
The internet of things
IoT will shape the future of data collection and is
already enabling a reduction in labor-hours and
expenditure incurred in collecting asset data.
It will facilitate real-time asset health monitoring,
allowing for more granular insight into asset
performance trends. Coupled with the IT
infrastructure needed to manage a large
repository of asset data, IoT will allow for
collection of higher frequency time-series data
and higher accuracy historical data analysis.
Big data and advanced analytics
This technology can be utilized to draw key
insights, trends and unique event signatures from
data. Advanced analytics can leverage the higher
granularity of data from IoT devices for early
detection of underperformance and failure modes.
The insights can be utilized to boost productivity
from individual machines up to entire power
plants.
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(AI/ML)
These can utilize insights and trends identified
through advanced analytics to shape O&M
activities and aid their automation. AI/ML can
enable predictive maintenance by learning failure
modes and applying fault tree analysis which will
allow for reduced regularity of asset health checks
and early identification of risks. AI/ML, paired with
simulation, can help optimize the management of
capital and operations expenditure allocation. For
instance, early initiation of remediation can extend
asset life and lower LCoE through accurate
assessment of replace/repair decisions.
Data skills
Investments will be required for these
technologies to be able to provide desirable return
on investment to an organization. Closing any data
science skills gap along with effective cultural
transformation must be implemented for workers
across all levels to abandon legacy behaviors and
adopt a data-driven approach to completing
activities and decision making.
Operators that strive to be leaders in hydro’s new
generation must utilize the levers of technology
and culture to extract value from their data. They
will see returns through higher operational and
capital efficiency as a result of increased data
availability and alignment.
Hydro players approach asset analytics challenges
differently depending on the scale of their
operations and their current technological
maturity. Some choose to build these capabilities
in-house, while others outsource to specialist
companies. When implemented well, efficiency
gains from asset analytics can increase revenue by
0.5% to 1% while decreasing maintenance CAPEX
by 2% to 5%.
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Hydro’s new generation
thrives on collaboration
Operators will not realize the full benefits of
increased reliability and predictive maintenance
by utilizing their data alone.

To unlock maximum value, the
industry must work together and
share data to establish standards
and build more robust data
models.
Two key focus areas for collaboration are in
developing a hydro data model and hydro failure
mode.

Hydro data model
A unique and standardized data model, aligned
with the international IEC 61850 standard—a
naming convention that defines unique names
for all the functionalities and components in
the facility—together with a common data
management strategy, also based on the IEC
61850, are required and can be applied from
automation up to central data systems.
There is a wide variety of hydro power plant
architecture in terms of automation tags, scheme
definitions and drawings and current standards
that are oriented on SCADA and automation tags
that lack standardization of component definitions
and communication.

The approach to the hydro data model is based
on four principles:
International standards: IEC 61850 and
ISO/IEC 81346-10: future-proof for long
durability/life, cross-country uniformity
Bottom-up implementation with
automation as a core aspect: starting from
field automation up to human machine
interface, remote control center, asset
monitoring
Potential to extend to other renewables
technologies: IEC 61400-25 wind
technology, IEC 61850 solar technology
Covering multiple disciplines, aspects and
processes: plant documentation—P&ID,
circuit diagrams, software, visualization
and reporting
The core benefits of having a common hydro data
model shared within hydropower operators
include strategic independence from vendors,
standard alignment with the complete IEC-61850
process, improved economics from unique
naming convention and higher level of vendor
interoperability.
The end goal is to have a common language for
data in the hydro industry and push automation
manufacturers to adopt this standard.

Technical standards are needed to create
uniformity across assets and long-life durability,
requiring technology to deal with big data and
apply advanced analytics.
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Hydro failure mode
A new hydro maintenance change management
process is needed to transition from risk-based
anomaly detection to predictive management.
A failure mode is a cause of failure or possible
way a system can fail. A fault tree is an organized
graphical representation of the conditions or
factors that cause or contribute to the occurrence
of a fault, and it can be produced using asset
condition and other data.
The steps needed for fault tree analysis are:
• Definition of a “top-event” node.
• Technical analysis on root causes and event-tree
definition for each subsystem.
• Data-driven statistical approach to define
overall likelihood and damage from single
components.

The core benefits of fault tree analysis include
optimization of the maintenance plan and
execution, cost reductions in O&M, reduced or
deferred CAPEX needs, overall efficiency
optimization and failure avoidance—reducing risk
for hydro environmental and image reputation
impacts.
Fault tree analysis on an entire plant could
improve statistical analysis on hydro technology
and, if shared among industry players and
adopted as a standard, could lead to a larger,
more comprehensive database of events focused
on reliability. Sharing of hydro fault tree analysis
and related effect analysis on production, dam
safety, environment and safety could enable the
creation of a robust model that can be adopted
as a common language for failures.

Introducing failure mode analysis as the guiding
risk management methodology focuses resources
on reaching the reliability target. The main output
of this analysis is an asset risk index that tracks the
likelihood and criticality of failure and enables
data-driven maintenance interventions.
Most current approaches are reactive (running
assets to failure) or preventative (maintenance at
regular intervals), but a failure mode shifts the
approach to condition-based (monitoring assets
when indicators show bad performance) or
predictive (anticipating when equipment
might fail).
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENT AND AUTOMATION

Making O&M activities cheaper, simpler and safer with digital can help hydro stay
competitive with other technologies
Definition
Automation and improvement of O&M processes
(e.g., asset monitoring, spillway gate operation)
to make them less labor- and capital-intensive
and more efficient.

Challenges
To reduce O&M expenditure and make efficiency
gains, it is imperative that hydropower operators
utilize automation. They are conscious of this need
and many are pursuing initiatives that leverage
automation to run smarter and leaner processes.
There is a wide spectrum of challenges in process
automation that mirrors the wide gap in digital
maturity between leading and lagging players.
Some leading players already operate a portfolio
of highly automated plants with central control
centers, while lagging players still require high
levels of manual intervention in their daily
operations. However, there are common
challenges faced by the industry.
Maintenance automation
This is an area that poses a difficulty to most
operators and is closely tied to the transition to
advanced asset analytics. Automation is lacking in
both the planning and execution of maintenance
activities.
Most operators schedule replacements and
maintenance activities one year in advance. If not
well-aligned with spare parts management, issues
arise as the required parts might be missing or
faulty when work is to be carried out. Another
common issue is that the maintenance schedule is
not tied into real-time asset health as operators
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lack visibility of failure modes or trends in asset
performance. This poses a cost optimization
problem as operators are forced to conduct
maintenance in a reactive manner, detecting
underperformance late (leading to lost
productivity) and sometimes running equipment
until failure (leading to unplanned downtime).
The opposite approach is also common, where
operators are overly proactive and carry out
maintenance long before any potential issues are
identified. This leads to lost maintenance CAPEX,
expended on healthy assets.
Asset condition monitoring
The large physical area and complex topography
of hydroelectric plant sites demand a considerable
effort to maintain a physical presence. Significant
labor-hours are expended getting “boots on the
ground” to check equipment condition and
identifying and remediating issues such as snow
and log jams. In addition to time and cost, some
jobs also pose significant health and safety risk
to personnel.
Trust deficit
Operators need to address an internal lack of
trust in automation in some cases and create
compromises that factor in the risk involved with
automating certain operations. Some of the
mistrust is tied into a lack of confidence in the
quality of data collected that will go on to drive
automated decision making. Data quality issues
must be addressed, but manual approvals and
redundancies can also be implemented for certain
key activities to mitigate risk. Low level of process
formalization could contribute to this mistrust, as
some of the judgement in operations is defined as
the “wisdom of predecessors” without concrete or
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quantitative logic supporting it. This makes
operators wary of trusting available historical data
as a basis for automation. One pertinent example:
A hydro operator using an operational guideline
that shows different magnitudes of rainfall and a
corresponding recommended degree of spillway
gate opening. However, this guideline is provided
with no accompanying rationale.

Key enabling technologies
and capabilities
IoT/advanced analytics/AI/machine learning
Data-driven asset condition monitoring can
enable a more dynamic approach to maintenance
planning by detecting faults early and only
scheduling maintenance when required. This can
alleviate logistics issues such as stocking more
spare parts than necessary or not having spare
parts when required. This can also lead to cost
reduction through avoiding equipment failure
and premature replacement/maintenance of
equipment.
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Computerized maintenance management
system (CMMS)
Availability of technicians at large equipment
manufacturers (or construction third parties)
can be a bottleneck to prompt maintenance
completion. CMMS software gives operators
clear end-to-end oversight and management of
their maintenance activities leading to smoother
scheduling, shorter maintenance lead time and
greater accuracy on required maintenance work.
Remote monitoring
Technologies such as drones and computer vision
have potential to revolutionize asset inspection.
They could reduce the need for personnel to
assess equipment condition, particularly in remote
locations or in cases of safety risks. Coupling with
AI and machine learning allows drones to learn to
detect issues without the need for human
supervision.
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CASE STUDY

KEPCO: Field operation automation
with AI-powered computer vision
K4 Digital, the joint venture between Accenture
and Kansai Electric Power (KEPCO) established for
analytics-driven value creation, has been working
with KEPCO’s Hydroelectricity Generation division
to optimize its O&M activities. As a part of its
support, K4 Digital recently developed an
advanced computer vision algorithm with deep
learning to automate a field operation in hydro
power plants.
KEPCO Hydro has more than 150 power plants,
some of which are deep in mountain ranges and
experience heavy snowfall in winter. In such
plants, floating snow on the water surface gets
stuck at the intake gates of the plant, resulting
in a “snow jam.” Snow jams can interrupt power
generation for months as personnel are unable
to access the intake gate to dislodge them.
To prevent such interruption, dedicated staff
are deployed in the plants and conduct 24-hour
surveillance through CCTV. Once a snow jam
forms and reaches a certain level, staff manually
operates the intake gates to flush it out.
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To remediate the operational burden of 24-hour
surveillance and reduce the workload incurred,
K4 Digital developed an advanced computer
vision algorithm with deep learning, which can
identify a snow jam in a recorded video image.
It automatically detects the snow jam in the
CCTV image, sends out an alert once it exceeds
a threshold and even operates the intake gate
without manual intervention. This algorithm is
the first of its kind in Japan.
The KEPCO Hydro division started implementing
the algorithm in January 2020, at the plants most
affected by snow jams. Rollout starts with three
plants in the Kiso river system, followed by the
two plants in the Kurobe river system in two years.
Further rollouts into other KEPCO Hydro plants
will be considered.
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Hydro’s new generation thrives on integration
with other renewable technologies
Hydro’s integration with
intermittent renewables will
accelerate the path to a
sustainable energy future.
There are two main trends in this area:
• Pumped storage hydro (PSH) to increase grid
stability and support a larger share of wind
and solar in the system.
• Hydro integrated with wind and/or solar in
a “hybrid plant.”

Pumped storage hydro:
the balancing agent
Pumped storage hydro (PSH) provides a
zero-emission alternative to conventional thermal
peaking plants. Generating capacity can be
quickly dispatched and ramped up to meet
demand, compensate for large swings in
intermittent generation power injection and
provide contingency reserves to compensate
generation unit outages. There is no doubt about
the status of PSH in energy storage—at 161 GW,
it represents about 95% of the world’s energy
storage capacity, and an extra 78 GW is expected
to be commissioned by 2030.9 This and more will
be necessary to balance the ambitious targets for
development of new intermittent generation
sources such as wind and solar.
For example, in the UK, wind generation has
increased more than 10-fold since 2007. In this
same period, hydro has substantially increased
ramping, sometimes cycling up to 60 times a day.
Generation from pumped hydro has increased by
20% compared to a decade earlier.10 Elsewhere in
Europe, the Frades II (780 MW) is the backbone
to Portugal’s strategy of using wind, solar and
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hydropower to generate its electricity, while the
Hongrin-Léman (480 MW) will act to stabilize both
Swiss and European grids.
Conventional and modern PSH plants can provide
inertial response through their rotating generators
in the case of fixed speed and ternary PSH, and
through the power electronic converters in the
case of variable-speed PSH. Advanced PSH plants
have the capability of providing primary frequency
control when either pumping or generating, while
conventional PSH can only provide it when
generating. Variable-speed PSH has the
advantage, with respect to fixed-speed PSH, of
being able to provide reserve services (frequency,
flexibility, spinning, replacement, load following)
during pumping and generation. PSH can also
support load leveling and energy arbitrage,
reducing the overall system production costs by
offloading expensive peaking generation during
peak-demand periods, and by increasing usage of
cheap baseload generation during low demand
periods.
Concerns exist around mobilizing funding for
the development of new PSH capacity, but as
intermittent renewables occupy a larger portion
of the energy mix, it is likely that policy incentives
will be introduced to aid growth in PSH for grid
stability services.

Hydro in hybrid plants:
new generation technologies
The other trend we see is the physical integration
of hydro with wind and/or solar to optimize the
load profile, making the electricity produced more
dispatchable. These hybrid plants have mostly
been demonstrated at a small scale, but there
are examples currently underway of larger scale
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hybrid hydro assets. There are demonstrations
of wind-hydro hybrids such as Enel Endesa’s
renewable island (El Hierro, Canary Islands),11
an example of sustainable development aimed
at supplying the island’s electricity requirements
with renewable energy and Max Boegl Wind AG’s
“Water Battery,”12 but we believe that the largest
potential for hybridization of hydro and other
renewables lies in integrating hydro with floating
solar photovoltaics.

Floating solar + hydro
Solar PV is currently the fastest growing source of
energy in the world. As hydro players slow down
development of new capacity, many seek to grow
by diversifying their generation portfolio. There
are strong complementary qualities between
hydro and solar PV that provide a good case for
their integration.
Solar undergoes significant fluctuations in power
production and combining it with fast-reacting
turbines used in PSH will allow for smoothing
of the load profile and reducing curtailment.
This enable operators to configure their power
production to maximize gains from electricity
price fluctuations.
Another major complement is the existing
transmission infrastructure of hydropower.
Developing a solar project on a reservoir means
solar inverters can be connected to existing
transmission infrastructure, of which hydropower
plants tend to have an overcapacity, thus lowering
the cost of electricity for solar.
A significant portion of the O&M cost in solar is
cleaning the panels to minimize obstruction to
the incidence of sun rays. Situating panels on a
reservoir as opposed to ground-mounting them in
a possibly dusty area helps reduce expenditure on
cleaning panels. Having panels on a reservoir also
reduces expenditure on procurement and clearing
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of land to build new solar capacity—particularly
useful where space is limited. Panels on a reservoir
have higher energy yield due to the cooling effect
of the water and better wind ventilation.
Floating solar panels on reservoirs also help ease
some environmental concerns with hydro. They
help reduce the evaporation of water—a valuable
quality considering the increased incidence of
drought in many regions. Their presence enables
better management of reservoir levels and
deterrence of eutrophication.
In considering whether the addition of floating
solar is the ideal course of action, hydro operators
must carry out extensive analysis of their local
environmental conditions such as the seasonality
of rainfall and solar irradiance. In areas prone to
heavy rainfall, introducing floating solar could
lead to higher curtailment during wet seasons
when reservoir levels are high. Operators must
also consider local market conditions as the
differences in power prices for hydro and solar
exist where feed-in-tariff (FiT) systems are in place.
A deep understanding of these local conditions
combined with technical conditions such as hydro
ramp rate and wear and tear help inform the
decision on whether to implement this hybrid
model and the optimal capacity of solar to add.
Currently the largest markets for floating solar are
in Asia, with the biggest current hybrid floating
solar PV and hydro facility constructed in Vietnam
in 2019. The 175 MW Da Mi Hydropower plant will
have 47.5 MW (20.5 MW completed) of floating
solar PV integrated with it, in an Asian
Development Bank (ADB) funded project.
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CONNECTED WORKER

Hydro’s pivot will require digitally enabled workers
Definition
Empowering workers with digital technology
through increased access to information for
decision making, end-to-end workforce
management, streamlined administrative tasks,
enhanced training and collaboration and other
initiatives that improve worker productivity, health
and safety.

Challenges
Hydropower is a mature industry with an aging
workforce. Many operators are trialing initiatives
that empower worker productivity by equipping
them with digital tools, but all face some degree
of worker culture inertia and a digital skills deficit
that needs to be addressed for the successful
adoption of digital initiatives.

Implementing digitally enabled
operations requires a significant
cultural shift in a workforce that
has functioned for decades with
limited digital enablement.
In addition, it often requires the introduction of
new skills to a relatively older workforce, and this
is usually met with resistance and skepticism
from workers. This inertia is exacerbated when
organizations roll out initiatives without adequate
worker consultation and upfront design of the
worker user experience in the field or with
insufficient debugging and refinement of the tools
from a technical standpoint. Rollout issues cause
workers to view digital tools as a complication to
their work rather than a supplement, increasing
resistance to adoption.
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Technical challenges exist in rolling out digital
initiatives, such as integrating systems into
user-friendly devices and applications, data
digitization and migration (e.g., technical
drawings, blue-prints and manuals), ensuring
product support from in-house IT departments
and confirming wireless internet connectivity in
work areas. Another main consideration is the
need to train workers in the operation of new
devices to minimize cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

Key enabling technologies
and capabilities
• Electronic work packages: data analysis, alerts
and visualization of contractor workforce KPIs
• Mobile devices: aids remote access to
information such asset health history and
technical drawings; helps monitor worker
health/fatigue and mitigate against man-down
situations
• Drones: increased safety and reduced cost of
inspection and monitoring activities
• Augmented/virtual reality:
• Training – particularly with regard to
responding to dangerous occurrences not
easily simulated; e.g., arc flash
• Collaboration – more experienced workers
can provide over-the-shoulder guidance to
less experienced colleagues through an AR
smart helmet
For successful implementation of digital workforce
initiatives, organizations will need workers to be at
the forefront of the thinking and decision making.
New tools must be relatively intuitive and not
cause significant increases in the time and effort
of activity completion.
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If properly implemented, digital workers are
not just about bringing mobile and
wearables to the field. They are truly
changing ways of working—enabling new
operating models (e.g., pooling, delayering)
and re-imagining processes and roles. This
can result in significant cost savings due to
effort reduction, as well as increases in
productivity and reduction in risk.
In recent years, other industries with large
plants and workforces have improved
worker efficiency and reduced safety risk by
implementing digital worker technologies.

Some of the applications that we have seen in
other plant environments include:
Contractor management digitalizes site access
to enable better management of contractor
onboarding and processing of approvals.
These approvals can be done in parallel rather
than sequentially with paper-based approvals.
This enables a reduction in onboarding time
and an increase in information transparency
and compliance.
Mass movement shows workforce movement
between identified locations and provides
optimized logistics and improved workforce
planning.
Zone management tracks the time spent by
personnel in identified locations, increasing
time spent in productive areas and aiding
timesheet reconciliation.
Headcount and compliance displays the
number of personnel present on site and
provides an overview of the role composition
available increasing productive time and
reducing the risk of safety incidents.
Fatigue management alerts user of the risk
of safety incidents due to fatigue aiding risk
reduction and leading to improved
compliance.
Competency management grades workforce
based on experience and feedback, leading to
improved work execution, workforce quality
and talent retention.
Badge management provides overview of RFID
badges available and distributed and alerts of
RFID badges due for replacement, enabling
improved asset management and proactive
badge management.
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Mitigating environmental concerns
With the increasing volatility of weather
patterns and the rise in activism regarding
the environment, environmental concerns pose
an increasing challenge to hydropower.
To mitigate this issue, hydropower operators
need to develop a long-term strategy for
monitoring and maintaining asset resilience.
This will require the definition of environment
related KPIs that are tracked to create a proactive
approach to environmental sustainability and
share value creation with local communities.
Dams that create reservoirs or divert water to a
run-of-river hydropower plant alter the ecology
and the physical characteristics of the river by
altering river flows, potentially obstructing fish
migration and affecting local biodiversity. These
impacts place strict limitations on hydro plant
operators’ ability to expand capacity and are
particularly important when reservoirs cover
important natural areas, agricultural land or
archaeological sites.
Rising public awareness of the environmental
impact of dams, coupled with the fallout from
highly publicized dam disasters has led to
increased activism against the development of
new hydropower capacity. This poses a serious
concern for operators looking to expand as such
activism can put invested funds in jeopardy.
One case where this is apparent is that of the
HidroAysen dam project in Chile, which was meant
to construct 2,750 MW of capacity on rivers in the
Patagonia valley.13 This multibillion-dollar project
was met with large-scale public opposition and
protests and was eventually cancelled after an
eight-year battle between environmentalists and
developers. A more recent case is that of protests
against the planned wave of small hydropower
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construction in the Balkans. Campaigners have
been pressuring the EU to curb the incentives
for construction through more stringent
environmental legislation.14
These concerns also affect operators with existing
capacity that are not looking to expand, as
environmental groups around the world are
putting pressure on governments to scale down
hydropower operations. March 14 marks the
“International Day of Action for Rivers,” formerly
known as the “International Day of Action Against
Dams.”15 Given the organized resistance against
dams and reservoirs, the onus is on hydropower
operators to be proactive in demonstrating how
they are minimizing the risk and environmental
impact of their operations.
In addition to resistance to operation and
expansion, hydropower operators should be
concerned about maintaining asset safety and
integrity, as mistakes can lead to catastrophic
loss of life, destruction of infrastructure and
displacement of people. One recent example:
the 2018 flooding of the HidroItuango dam project
in Colombia, which led to the evacuation of
thousands of people.16 Another pertinent example
is the 2019 collapse of a tailings dam in Brazil.17
This dam collapse resulted in 248 deaths and 22
people missing.
The potential impact on human life coupled
with the financial and legal fallout of an accident
indicates the criticality of digital investments for
real-time monitoring of asset condition, inflow
forecasting and cybersecurity to prevent
malicious actors gaining control of assets.
The critical step hydropower operators need to
take is a shift away from incident management
to a proactive approach to environmental
sustainability.
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CYBERSECURITY

Regulatory compliance alone is not sufficient; a new approach is needed
for complete protection
Definition
Striving for resilience. Focusing on security
outcomes to support operational uptime and
resilience to help assets perform better under
pressure, given the threat exposure caused by
IT and OT digitalization, and to adopt a continuous
and rapid response model to cyber threats.

Challenges
Given the nature of hydropower assets as critical
infrastructure to the electricity grid and in the
environment, operators need to minimize the
potential impact of malicious attacks and internal
cybersecurity-related incidents.
The convergence of IT and OT, the cyber
and physical domains, is bringing extended
connectivity to the environment and enabling
additional functionality and automation. However,
it is also increasing the potential attack and
vulnerabilities surface, bringing new cyber
risks with higher stakes and bigger potential
consequences. The objectives of the typical
threat actors are evolving from stealing
information and intellectual capital to disrupting
service and destroying infrastructure—presenting
new challenges to unified protection (IT, OT and
physical security).
Another main concern hydropower operators are
looking to address is the added risk exposure that
comes with increased data collection—from assets
and workers—and utilization.
With increasing cybersecurity regulation and
the evolving threat landscape, a comprehensive,
dynamic approach to cybersecurity is essential
to balance safety concerns with the real value
that can be unlocked from access to data.
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Traditional risk management methodologies
and the use of probability are insufficient when
protecting this type of critical infrastructure.
An evolution in approach toward impact and
consequences-driven protection is needed.
One example of a novel approach is
Consequence-driven Cyber-informed Engineering
(CCE) that Idaho National Laboratory (INL)
is developing and recommending for critical
infrastructure.18
Simply following security regulation, standards
and leading practices, while necessary, can also
pose a challenge for operators. The volume
and variety of potentially applicable standards
and leading practices available create a risk
of operators being lulled into a false sense
of protection. Clear differentiation is needed
between being compliant and being secure.
Standards and regulations define a baseline for
protecting hydropower infrastructure—they
should be viewed as the start of the journey
towards full protection and not the destination.
Hydropower players face challenges defining
the different layers of their security architecture
and are aware of the need to both implement
systematic remediations at the plant level
considering operative system obsolescence
and to upskill and raise further awareness within
their workforce on how to effectively mitigate
against security vulnerabilities in their daily
activities. Developing the workforce by
incorporating cybersecurity skills to the
operational teams and OT-specific skills to the
security teams is vital, considering the shortage
of these professionals in the organizations and
market more broadly. Getting cybersecurity
“right” is essential to the success and long-term
sustainability of the digitalization of hydro.
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Key enabling technologies
and capabilities
Be brilliant at the basics
• Protect valuable assets from the inside
out and across the value chain
• Harden high-value assets
• Protect legacy applications
• Practice organizational response
Prepare the organization and processes
• Build the company’s cybersecurity framework,
adapting and adopting applicable standards
and regulations
• Incorporate cybersecurity in the planning,
design, construction and operations of the
infrastructure (the EPC lifecycle)
Test resilience like an attacker
More damaging security breaches accelerate the
need for cyber resilience. Enhance conventional
red attack and blue defense team testing.
•
•
•
•

Coached incident simulation
Threat intelligence
Experienced player-coaches
Board and CEO engagement

Employ advanced technologies
to automate defenses
Invest in critical technologies against new threats.
Be prepared for attackers who use advanced
technology.
• Automated orchestration capabilities enable
teams to respond in near real-time
• Advanced identity access management controls
for user access to data

Evolve the role of the Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO) to be
more integrated with the business.
Higher CEO and board engagement place new
demands on the CISO.
• Business-adept and tech-savvy
• At home in the C-suite and the security center
• Able to infuse a “security-first” culture
everywhere
Develop cybersecurity talent with real-world
exercises to empower the workforce, and attract
others
To minimize vulnerability and improve rapid
response to cyber threats, generators must work
with security experts to identify and close any
security gaps in processes, policies and systems.
Security assessments should be regularly revisited
and updated, and workers at all levels need to be
trained and upskilled in security leading practices
as they transition to digitally enabled ways of
working. Finally, all plants need to have a strong,
thoroughly implemented continuity setup in place
so that in the case of a successful attack, impact
on power production, asset integrity, worker
safety and regulatory compliance is minimized.
A successful security program needs a consistent
and comprehensive approach, executive support
and alignment with corporate objectives, and a
well-managed, monitored, and measured risk
supporting the progress toward a more resilient
business and infrastructure.

Increase visibility and use intelligence and data
to be proactive with threat hunting—proactively
find the attackers before they can act.
• Adopt a continuous response model
• Develop strategic and tactical threat
intelligence
• Monitor for anomalous and suspicious
activity
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CASE STUDY

Global renewable generator
This global renewable player has a diversified
portfolio of renewables and thermal generation
assets. They worked with Accenture to set up an
advanced remediation program to reduce the
overall risk to low on power generation assets.
To achieve this, Accenture designed new systems
according the company’s cybersecurity
guidelines. Firstly, we implemented a systematic
backup and restore service at the plant level and
refurbished the obsolete hardware and software.
The backup and resource service verified that in
the event of a computing catastrophe, data loss
would be minimized, and host devices would be
restored to their previous state including the
operating system (OS), configuration and specific
software installed. Next, we activated Computer
Emergency Response Teams (CERT) services to
allow monitoring enhancement and reactive
countermeasures. This included agent and IT/OT
probe installation, definition of the monitoring
process and mobile app activation. Finally, we
trained plant employees on OT cybersecurity,
raising their awareness to act as a first line of
defense against any financial or operational
damage.
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The benefit of this project was realized in the
collection of data from all the company’s thermal
plants at global level. CERT receives selected OT
cybersecurity events according the agreed use
cases that are already correlated and analyzed by
the new OT centralized monitoring layer. This led
to a reduction of false positives, network traffic
and data on the client’s CERT systems, and a
renewed focus on the OT cybersecurity events
of the global thermal plants.
The approach to cybersecurity risk reduction
was optimized based on the volume and size
of the plants. For small plants we utilized
security-by-design, leveraging local suppliers and
conducted a cybersecurity assessment and health
check for assets in the selling or acquisition
phase. For larger plants, selected advanced
security activities for preventing and reducing
cybersecurity attack impacts were implemented.
In addition to the generation capacity clustering,
investments and the security measures
implementation was prioritized according to
business impacts analysis and the criticality of
single plants in the countries where they were
located.
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CONCLUSION
As with all renewable technologies,
digital will transform the competitiveness
of hydropower. As the largest installed
source of renewable energy and energy
storage, the value of hydropower,
particularly pumped hydro, increases in
markets with high penetration of wind
and solar. Although new hydropower
might struggle in competitiveness in
some markets against natural gas peaking
plants or batteries, existing hydropower
will become more valuable, and in
markets with the appropriate geographic
conditions, hydropower will be an
attractive complement to the greening
of the energy mix.
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